
 

Regalis, inspired by the Latin word Regius, meaning belonging to a king, is one of the nation’s 

leading importers of fresh truffles, caviar and rare foraged ingredients.  

Regalis is proud to offer a full line of premium farm to table, sustainably -produced caviars 

packed exclusively for Regalis Foods by our partner farm in the Netherlands without the 

use of borax, pasteurization methods, coloring agents, and other unscrupulous tech-

niques. Harvested to order, Regalis has 100% traceability, allowing us to track every jar of 

caviar back to each individual fish.  

Sustainably sourced 

100% traceable 

Free of borax and colorants 

Farm to table 

Highly sought after by chefs across the U.S. 
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IN A NUTSHELL 

Black Kaluga Hybrrid  (Acipenser Schrencki x Huso Daricus) 

An excellent option for offering true caviar at an affordable 
price, Regalis black kaluga can take the heat and is wonderful  
in sauces. With a lower perception of salt on palate, the black 
kaluga works well in composed dishes such as nori wrapped 
tuna handrolls. Available in 1oz and 4oz tins. Product of China. 

Available in 1oz and 4oz vacuum sealed glass jars 

Osetra Caviar  (Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii) 

Platinum Osetra These medium sized platinum toned beads 
are the main variety of caviar from each harvest and make for 
a decadent yet versatile choice.   

Golden  Osetra   A less common variety found in each harvest, 
this greenish-gold toned caviar makes up only about 8% of the 
total yield of each batch.    

Grandeur Osetra Harvested from 18-22 year old sturgeon, 
grandeur caviar provides a large diameter bead which can vary 
in tone from platinum to green to gold, with a buttery flavor 
and savory notes of minerality.     

Baerii  Caviar  (Acipenser Baeri) 

Classic Siberian Caviar—small diameter gray to black beads 
with a slightly firmer texture. While the flavor of Siberian Baerii 
caviar is not as complex as Osetra, it’s quality remains          
outstanding and it’s applications versatile. 

 

Steelhead Smoked Trout Roe 

Cold smoked over applewood, this vibrantly orange 
hued, medium-sized grain roe has a signature tiger’s eye 
marking on each bead. Wild caught in the Columbia 
River, the flavor profile is consistent with a mild  
salmon-like flavor and a slightly  
sweet, briny finish.  
 


